
structure beneath the chest compression landmark was the left
ventricular outflow tract.

DISCUSSION
Although the incidence of PE is dependent on ethnicity
(approximately 1 in 400 to 1000 live births, male to female
ratio 3–5), it accounts for approximately 90% of all chest wall
deformities.1 PE is sometimes considered a cosmetic problem,
but it can impair cardiac/respiratory function and cause chest/-
back pain.11 Since the hallmark of the condition is a sunken
sternum, when individuals with PE require CPR, rescuers notice
the presence of a chest wall deformity immediately, and ensuing
doubts regarding the use of conventional compression depth
and landmarks could delay the initiation of CPR.4 5 However,
to the best of authors’ knowledge, no detailed quantitative
assessment of chest thickness and cardiac displacement in PE
patients has been performed using CT. In the present study, we
quantified the chest thickness and leftward displacements of the
heart in PE patients for the first time.

Since the left ventricle was located under the chest compres-
sion landmark (the lower half of the sternum) in all PE patients,
our findings suggest this landmark is appropriate in patients
with PE for CPR, although centre of left ventricle showed more
leftward displacement in PE patients than controls with a mean
difference of 11 mm.

In our study, mean ET/IT of the chest in PE patients was
smaller than that in controls with a mean difference of approxi-
mately 20 mm. When we apply the recommended compression
depth according to the current guidelines (at least 5 cm, but not
exceeding 6 cm), the remained IT was 3.3–4.3 cm in controls
and 1.0–2.0 cm in PE patients. Some previous studies defined
the remained IT of less than 10 mm as a risk depth in children
for the risk of myocardial injury.12 13 The range of 1.0–2.0 cm
of remained IT in PE patients would result in intrathoracic
organ damage.

Several limitations of our study warrant consideration. First,
because this study was performed at a single institution, the
number of included patients was small. Moreover, the studied
PE patients might have limitation to be generalised to represent
general PE patients because most of the included patients
(n=20/22, 90%) had a severe degree of PE (HI of ≥3.1 is gener-
ally regarded as severe).14 Second, since CT examinations were
not obtained in real CPR situations, respiration rates, the dimen-
sions of the thorax and the locations of intrathoracic structures
would not be exactly the same as those likely to be encountered
during cardiac arrest. Third, the evaluation of proper compres-
sion depth was not performed by using physiological para-
meters, such as cardiac output or ejection fraction. We just
measured the IT/ET of the chest of PE patients and compared
with those of controls. Finally, we could not consider the

mechanical properties of deformed chest walls, such as resist-
ance to compression or strength of the deformed chest itself.

CONCLUSIONS
The lower half of the sternum is an appropriate chest compres-
sion landmark for CPR in adults with PE although the heart in
PE patients shows a slightly leftward displacement than in con-
trols (about 11 mm). PE patients with sunken chest might need
less compression depth (ie, compression depth of 3–4 cm) than
normal subjects.
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